Annexure: “A”
Undertaking to be submitted by successful/eligible candidate in r/o LICE for promotion from to
the grade of JE under 50% quota for the RY 2016 held on 28.01.2018
As per instructions contained in Point No.8(ii) of Letter No.7-2/2017-Rectt. Dt20.04.2018 Vide which
BSNL

Corporate

Office

declared

the

merit

list

of

………………………………………………………………

qualified

candidates,

Designation

I,

(Name)

……………………

Presently posted at O/o …………………………………………… hereby undertake that
1. BSNL will have all rights to take any future course of action against me if I am found
ineligible at any late stage, for appearing in LICE for promotion to the grade of JE under
50% quota for the RY 2016 held on 28.01.2018 in accordance to recruitment rules of
Junior Engineer or otherwise.
2. I am aware that undergoing training will not in any way imply immediate posting as
JE after the training period and my promotion to JE will depend on the final
outcome of the interpretation of the rules in this behalf or otherwise at any later
stage.
3. I am also aware that my appointment as JE will be provisional and will be subject
to the outcome of court cases filed, if any, before various Court.
4. Since my appointment as JE will be provisional I will not claim any right of seniority
in JE, whatsoever till the case, if any, is finally decided.
Candidate’s Signature:
Candidate Name:
Registration Number of Exam:
Designation:
HRMS/ERP No.:,

Mobile No.:

Certificate from Controlling Officer of concerned official
It is certified that copy of above undertaking is pasted in the service book of concerned official and also entered in
ERP data for future use as per instructions contained in Point No.8(ii) of Letter No7-2/2017-Rectt.
BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi.

Dt 20.04.2018 of

(……………………………………………….)
Dated:

Countersigned

Name of Controlling Officer
With Seal of Controlling Officer

